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Avenza’s PdfMaps app and the OruxMaps app 
are free downloads from the Android Play Store.
PdfMaps also runs on iOS. 

Other apps I use:
GPS Status to see how many satellites are in view, 

and refresh the ephemeris.
GPS Essentials for background tracking and 

georeferenced photos
GeoViewer from MrSid can load in 4GB of sid file 

like NAIP aerials, and BLM merged topos
on ½ degree scale, but then you can add shp files
if in the same projection. No Query though.



On the PC, I use Geosetter to look at my tracks 
and georef photos
DNR GPS for converting to/from shp /kml
Mapinfo and ArcGIS for creating geo pdfs.
Geoviewer from MrSid to create geotifs

In the field I use a Samsung 7” tablet, my $10 
LG Tracfone phone with GPS and GLONASS, a 
GPS watch and an old DeLorme waterproof 
handheld GPS ($300 + $250 software package)



With PdfMaps you can download direct 
from the app using the “Store” tab for 
nautical charts, recreation, topo..

For topo maps, get the latest
geopdf from http://store.usgs.gov/
Then to map locator.
Choose a 7.5 min quad and download 
the map.

http://store.usgs.gov/














Or go to TopoView: 
http://ngmdb.usgs.gov/maps/TopoView/viewer/#
can get geotif, jpg, kmz, geopdf

Geotifs can be loaded into PdfMaps. 
The advantage of geotif is the you draw on it on 
Paint*, or add other layers in GIS

In the very near future, you will be able use the 
geopdf in ArcGIS 10. See TopoTNMStyleTemplate
Tailoring Instructions.pdf July 2015

http://ngmdb.usgs.gov/maps/TopoView/viewer/














After a while, you’ll notice that you have run 
out of space on your phone. It may be due to 
the “hidden” Avenza formatted Pdf files on the 
internal storage card, even though you stored 
all of your pdfs on the external card.

Don’t just delete the file from your storage card, 
delete them from the app . Use the app 

DiskUsage to find the culprits.



















Export Format: KML, GPX, CSV
Export
Export  Schema only



To import the data into GIS, export as csv. Delete extraneous info  save as txt…



Exported kml track taken into Google Earth, then Show profile.



Imported kml points shown as red pins that can be queried.
I use GPSVisualizer.com to convert route directions in Google Maps to 
kml. Copy the url, paste it, check box kml conversion…



Other sources of geo_pdfs, geotifs: 
Mapinfo
ArcGis









Caltopo.com for geopdfs, kml
Print to pdf, 8.5x11 for free.

It automatically downloads a file named 
Something like oavx2.
Rename it to MtHood.pdf



With Caltopo there are many options for background
maps that can be “Printed”as a pdf





Oruxmaps is the only way I know to use Google 
Earth maps offline in a GIS program











For habitat classification 
in the field, you can just 
draw an Overlay.

Add a waypoint to 
identify the habitat.

“Share” the track via 
email. It is saved as a 
kml.





Questions?


